
White Limo
Driving force, Hunger and Passion:

We are the rock record you bought on your way home from work because you heard us in the car 
and realized “I can´t live without this band”. We are the first thing you hear in the morning, we are 
the band you just can´t miss when we play live in your town. We make you feel alive, we entertain, 
we make you burst out in laughter, we make you overwhelmed. We are the last thing you hear 
before you go to sleep, we are the passion in your life, we make you scream for more.
We ARE White Limo!

Sound:

Do you like big rock songs ? Do you like huge sing a long choruses ? Do you like distorted guitars, 
a pulsating bass, drums that can move a mountain ? But first and foremost a sound that you can´t 
resist. Imagine the pied piper of Hamelin with his irresistible melodies. A breeze of Foo Fighters, a 
slight whisper of Muse, a gentle caress of Biffy Clyro. To sum it all up: an exploding, massive wave 
of rock. 

Drivers:

Nisse Lindberg: Vocals and Guitar

Driving force personified, look up driving force in a dictionary and you will find this man´s face all 
over the page. With vocal chords dipped in gold and a godlike touch on the neck of his guitar 
makes Nisse  the uncut diamond in White Limo´s bling. 

Andreas Larsson: Guitar and backup vocals

The unbelievable magic that hides deep deep down in the sound of White Limo is just fragments 
of Andreas soul. The creative genius on the verge of madness always dressed in black has a depth 
that is hard to grasp. A self-proclaimed legend.

Oliver Vincent Bonzalez Gonzalez Stiller: Bass and Backup vocals

Little is known about the adventures of Oliver before he sat foot on Swedish soil. Some say that 
he traveled the seven seas some say he is the unknown brother of Pat Smear. All we know for 
certain is that Spanish bass players kick ass!

Jesper Svensson: Drums and Cymbals

Hard hitting drummer – that’s just his middle name. If some people has the rhythm in their blood, 
this man eat, sleep, breath and lives for it. The back bone of White Limo. This wizard behind the 
drums turns the art of drumming into a simple trick. 

Vision:

Our vision is to put White Limo on the world stage and be on everyone´s lips.  We are going to 
play the biggest festivals around, be a constant headline in the media, tour the world and be 
around for a long long time. In our vision White Limo is not just a band it´s a quality brand and we 
build it with everything we say and do. And the building has just begun.
So keep an eye out for the White Limo!
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